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THE VENTURE CENTER:  
EDUCATE • CONNECT • LAUNCH

“The Venture Center is where the ideas meet the 
real world,” explains Mike Beck, who, along with his 
wife, Kelly, is the lead donor for the center and a 
parent of two Mines graduates. Part of the bold new 
entrepreneurship and innovation (E&I) ecosystem 
at Mines, the Venture Center is a place where 
students can use their creativity, technical prowess, 
and business savvy to take the final steps that turn 
breakthrough ideas into breakthrough solutions 
and technologies. From large, open collaboration 
spaces to small meeting rooms and a bustling cafe, 
this brand-new building is a vibrant facility that will 
inspire innovation, productivity and success. The 
Venture Center is designed to jumpstart businesses 
from students, faculty, alumni or anyone in the greater 

community around Golden and Denver. It is an ideal 
place to cultivate relationships, give and receive 
feedback and transform prototypes and venture ideas 
into market-ready innovations and successful start-ups.  

Your gift can help make this and so much more 
possible. By funding an area of the Venture Center, 
you are not just putting a name on a space. You are 
contributing to tomorrow's innovative startups and 
the future business leaders who will create them, the 
technical skills and imaginations of some of the world's 
most innovative students, faculty and researchers. You 
are also investing in Mines' reputation as a place where 
ideas come to life. 

FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES 
Take your Mines legacy to the next level by funding a space in the Venture Center, 
where Oredigger ideas become tomorrow’s next big innovations.



PITCH DECK
$1,500,000
With space for up to 100 people, the first-floor 
“Pitch Deck” will be an event space available for a 
wide range of campus day and evening events, with 
a special focus on events used to connect Mines 
innovators and entrepreneurs with funding and 
partnership opportunities.

ENTRANCE HALL & COFFEE SHOP
$1,500,000
An inviting space that is perfect for anyone in the 
Venture Center to recharge and refuel, talk ideas,  
or have a spot to keep brainstorming on all the  
great ideas buzzing around in their heads. To-go 
service is also available so that anyone can grab a 
quick coffee or snack and return to their workspace.

ALUMNI WORKSPACE
$1,250,000
The Venture Center is a place for the entire Mines 
community to work on individual and team endeavors. 
The Alumni Workspace is a dedicated area where 
innovative Mines alums can gather to share ideas with 
one another about their own startups in addition to 
meeting and consulting with student groups. 

OPEN COLLABORATION SPACES
$750,000–$1,000,000
Multiple teams can come together with each other 
as well as local entrepreneurs, startup experts 
and external partners. These spaces invite easy 
collaboration, both formal and informal, providing 
an opportunity for bringing unique perspectives 
to ideation, solving challenges, prototype design, 
potential funding avenues and more.

MEDIUM MEETING ROOMS
$300,000
The Medium Meeting Rooms have seating for 10–12 and 
provide student teams and mentors with private space 
to brainstorm, map out strategies on whiteboards and 
conduct in-person and virtual meetings with potential 
partners and funders. 
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For more information on pricing, 
please contact the Mines Foundation 
at 303.273.3275.



LARGE OPEN WORKSPACE
$750,000
This spacious area provides plenty of room for multiple  
teams to meet with external partners and potential 
funders, as well as other student teams, to share 
ideas and further develop their product prototypes, 
including those on a larger scale. 

MEDIUM OPEN WORKSPACE
$600,000
This area is available for teams to meet with, 
collaborate, brainstorm and make progress on their 
venture ideas with external partners and/or fellow 
students and faculty. 

BUILDING MANAGER’S OFFICE 
$150,000
This office oversees operations for the Venture Center. 

SMALL MEETING ROOMS
$125,000
Meeting rooms with seating for six to eight people, 
providing student teams and mentors with private 
space to brainstorm and map out strategies. 

OPEN COLLABORATION SPACES
$100,000
Multiple Mines teams can come together with each 
other as well as local entrepreneurs, startup experts 
and external partners. These spaces invite easy 
collaboration, both formal and informal, providing 
an opportunity for bringing unique perspectives 
to ideation, solving challenges, prototype design, 
potential funding avenues and more.

PRIVATE OFFICES
$75,000
These offices are where our external partners such as 
local entrepreneurs and venture capitalists can have 
private space to work during their time on campus and 
a place to meet with students.

HUDDLE SPACES
$50,000
Huddle Spaces include a table and outlets for 
technology hookups, providing a dedicated space for 
students to have one-on-one meetings in person or 
virtually with mentors, potential funders and others 
regardless of these partners' physical locations.

PHONE BOOTHS
$25,000
A distraction-free spot for one to two people to make 
a call or host a quick in-person or virtual meeting to 
discuss ideas with potential funders or collaborators.
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■ Building Manager’s Office | $150,000
■ Small Meeting Rooms | $125,000
■ Open Collaboration (OC) Spaces | $100,000

■ Private Offices (PO) | $75,000
■ Huddle Spaces (HUD) | $50,000
■■ Phone Booths (PB) | $25,000
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LARGE OPEN WORKSPACE
$750,000
This spacious area provides plenty of room for multiple  
teams to meet with external partners and potential 
funders, as well as other student teams, to share ideas 
and further develop their product prototypes, including 
those on a larger scale. 

TERRACE
$500,000 
An outdoor space for meetings and receptions 
with spectacular views, the terrace will provide our 
entrepreneurial partners and local business leaders, 
students, faculty, staff and/or other guests the chance  
to mingle while being inspired by the natural beauty of 
the Mines campus and its surrounding area.

MEDIUM OPEN WORKSPACE
$500,000
This area is available for teams to meet with, collaborate, 
brainstorm and make progress on their venture ideas with 
external partners and/or fellow students and faculty.

STARTUP COACHING OFFICE
$150,000 
The headquarters of Mines' bold vision for entrepreneurship 
and innovation on our campus, this is where the ideas for 
new E&I programming and students' own entrepreneurial 
ideas take shape. It is a space for mentors from the business 
community as well as Mines alumni and faculty to work with 
students to learn the process of making a business idea 
become a reality, including how to secure early funding 
and other startup necessities. The offices of Mines' E&I 
leadership will also be part of this space.
 

SMALL MEETING ROOMS
$125,000
Meeting rooms with seating for six to eight people, 
providing student teams and mentors with private 
space to brainstorm and map out strategies. 

OPEN COLLABORATION SPACES
$100,000 
Multiple teams can come together with each other as 
well as local entrepreneurs, startup experts and external 
partners. These spaces invite easy collaboration, both 
formal and informal, providing an opportunity for bringing 
unique perspectives to ideation, solving challenges, 
prototype design, potential funding avenues and more.

PRIVATE OFFICES
$75,000 
These offices are where our external partners such as 
local entrepreneurs and venture capitalists can have 
private space to work during their time on campus and a 
place to meet with students.

HUDDLE SPACES
$50,000 
Huddle Spaces include a table and outlets for technology 
hookups, providing a dedicated space for students to 
have one-on-one meetings in person or virtually with 
mentors, potential funders and others regardless of 
these partners' physical locations.

PHONE BOOTHS
$25,000
A distraction-free spot for one to two people to make 
a call or host a quick in-person or virtual meeting to 
discuss ideas with potential funders or collaborators.
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■ Small Meeting Rooms | $125,000 
■ Open Collaboration (OC) Spaces | $100,000

■ Private Offices (PO) | $75,000
■ Huddle Spaces (HUD) | $50,000
■■ Phone Booths (PB) | $25,000
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